EPFL Library Link: a Firefox plug-in to increase collection visibility?
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- Subject librarians make selections according to title availability
Information where it’s needed

• Exit paper catalogs, subject librarians now use networked tools
  – Provider databases
  – RSS feeds, alerts
  – Amazon recommendations
  – Blog entries, etc.

• Query the OPAC for each title is inefficient
  – Tools like LibX help
  – Cumbersome for large amount of titles
Without the plug-in
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Wit the EPFL Library Link plug-in.
= in home library
= on campus
= in the union catalog
= none of the above
= available as e-book
Works on amazon as well
Works on Amazon as well

You qualify for a FREE trial of Amazon Prime.

Firefox Secrets: A Need-To-Know Guide [ILLUSTRATED] (Paperback)
by Cheah Yeow (Author)

You Save: $8.09 (27%)

In Stock.
Ships from and sold by Amazon.com. Gift-wrap available.

Only 2 left in stock--order soon (more on the way).

27 new from $2.35  15 used from $2.36

(and on other websites)
Towards a patron-friendly interface
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Library holdings:
Available in 24h: Loan it!
E-book available: Read it!

Tell the Publisher!
I'd like to read this book on Kindle

See larger image
Share your own customer images
Publisher: learn how customers can search inside this book.
Towards a patron-friendly interface

You've qualified: **Two-Day shipping** on this item is FREE with a free trial of Amazon Prime.
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When in Rome ...

Instead of driving users to your OPAC...

... put the OPAC where the users are!
Under the hood

ISBNs → Greasemonkey scripts → MARC (HTML) → NEBIS
Under the hood

Compiled into a standalone plug-in auto-update, etc.